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About me

● PhD in Math (Blended Machine Translation, 2011)

● Head of Search Technology and AI teams

● Founder of SemanticAnalyzer (Insider Solutions): ML 

consulting and text analytics API company

● Co-founder at SmallStep, AI for education



The Martian is the best advert for a career in 
engineering I've ever seen – Brian Cox, British physicist







But it is still loads of fun





Recover your voice with Lyrebird (Montreal)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfU_sWHT8mo


● Preeminent source of business knowledge
● Oracle, Morgan Stanley, Microsoft, Apple, Dell, Citadel
● 140+ engineers, sales, marketing across U.S., UK, 

Finland and India
● Millions of business documents on public and private 

companies
● Large scale search, microservices, natural language 

processing, deep-learning



“How I use AlphaSense for Equity Research” 



Data



Creativity



User interviews



A/B testing



Controlled rollout





Monitoring







Ingredients of an AI / data science company

● Collect data
● Organise your data
● Build tools to access and manipulate it
● "Innovation can't be owned or ordained, it 

needs to be allowed. You can't tell innovative 
people to be innovative, but you can let them"



More data Better analytics

More users Better products



Semantic search for business

SmartSynonymstm enable users to semantically expand their searches:

sales growth guidance





Conquering Language Variability in Search

“Share repurchases”





Enriching document metadata

Deep learning to tag company names 
and solve for salience: 

FROM a company or ABOUT a 
company? Or maybe it is just a 
MENTION (like “Follow us on twitter”)













Deep Q-network playing Atari Breakout

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmPfTpjtdgg








Your personal trajectory in education



People don’t learn what 
is not relevant to them.

It kills motivation.



7Things app: Memorize texts / jokes / quotes



Text2Lesson: Tool for teachers

● Paste a text in English in any topic
● Get grammar and vocabulary 

exercises
● Exercises are tuned from the 

pedagogics point of view



http://text2lesson.com/

http://text2lesson.com/


Student interview results

“Text2lesson improved my 
ability to answer questions in a 

professional setting”

“Studying with 
text2lesson was more 
relevant to my needs”

“Studying with 
text2lesson was more 

useful for my job”

80% 60% 60%



Percent of students completed the course (18h)

Student group with text2lesson 
exercises

100% 66%

Control group (without text2lesson 
exercises)



Product Development with AI

● Data driven: accumulate / organize / 
learn from it and monitor

● “No-data” driven: monitor, learn from 
users (implicitly or explicitly)

● Enter the flywheel of Innovation



IBM Watson | Full Q&A | Oxford Union



quora.com/profile/Dmitry-Kan

@DmitryKan

dmitry.kan@gmail.com

https://www.quora.com/profile/Dmitry-Kan
http://twitter.com/dmitrykan


The Martian (movie): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Martian_(film)

AlphaSense: www.alpha-sense.com

AlphaSense blog: https://www.alpha-sense.com/blog/

Lyrebird: https://lyrebird.ai/

Insider Solutions: https://semanticanalyzer.info/

Deep Q-network playing Atari Breakout: https://ai.googleblog.com/2015/02/from-pixels-to-actions-human-level.html

7Things Android app: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=site.smallstep.seventhings

Text2Lesson (tool for teachers): http://text2lesson.com/ Demo: 
https://www.facebook.com/smallstepeducation/videos/1846976588935921/

Eric Schmidt, Jonathan Rosenberg and Alan Eagle quote: 
https://www.inc.com/will-yakowicz/5-things-eric-schmidt-learned-from-google.html
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